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R11,100 raised for PAT by a single volunteer – Lou-May Immelman
Here she tells us a little more about the walk and why she did it
prepared by the organisers. The potjiekos and
braais were delicious, and the sweet potato
flavoured with naartjie peel was my favourite.
But perhaps, after walking daily distances
varying between 25 - 30 km, any cooked meal
would taste good!
Connection with fellow walkers was easily
fostered when blisters, aches and pains were
experienced in varying degrees, advice and
medical supplies exchanged and
encouragement offered to just keep on putting
one foot in front of the other.
Lou-May Immelman and her PAT scarf (right) with
fellow walker Revelie Boyle

In May 2017, I completed the 256km TankwaCamino slack-packing hike and walked every
kilometre along the R355, the longest road that
joins two towns in South Africa.
“Somewhere between the start of the trail and
the end is the mystery of why we choose to walk”.
The word mystery resonates with me as I reflect
on the 10 days I and fellow hikers spent walking
along this gravel road from Calvinia to Ceres,
through the vast and seeming “nothingness” of
the Karoo landscape. A mysterious beauty
presented itself each day, from spectacular cloud
formations against varying shades of clear blue
skies, to the magic of rising early, quietly taking
down my tent, packing my bags and walking alone
in the dark, observing the world around me slowly
lighting up in hues of orange, pink and blue.
Moving slowly through this stark and arid
landscape connected me to the terrain and
elements: the mid-day heat, the biting cold, the
wind (which howled on a few days!) and a full
moon, whilst enjoying scrumptious suppers
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Preparing and training for the walk created
purpose and enjoyment in which family and
friends shared. The actual long-distance walk
offered me a daily simplicity, rhythm and
discipline in which I learnt the value of walking
at my own pace, breathing deeply and learning
that I (and other walkers) can walk many
kilometres – despite the pain of an Achilles heel
injury surfacing for me on day six.
I have always had a special interest in, and
passion for, human-animal interaction and it is
the mystery and connectedness between the
species that fascinates me as well as the
therapeutic value of the interaction which
human beings experience. It was therefore an
easy decision to choose PAT as a beneficiary of
this fundraising drive. Through a WhatsApp
group and the PAT website and Facebook page
we, raised R11 100 plus a lot of awareness for
the work done by PAT animals and volunteers!

Pets as Therapy (NPO 024 153)
@PAT_SouthAfrica
www.pat.org.za

SMS to Donate
(RSA only)*
SMS “DONATE PAT” TO
48748 (R10), 40580 (R20),
42646 (R30)
*Free minutes do not apply

With thanks to our
generous sponsors

When not walking I enjoy pottering around in
my garden, reading, having my nieces visit and
learning more about my companion-cat with
whom I have the privilege of sharing my home.
Lou-May Immelman

To all Members, Friends and Supporters
May the holiday period be fun and fur-filling.
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Branch News : Durban
PAT DURBAN GET-TOGETHER
By Leigh Adams Tucker
On Sunday, 2 July 2017, the Durban PAT team hosted a small gettogether at Wimpy in Glenashley. The meeting was an opportunity
for fellow volunteers to meet one another, to discuss opportunities
for PAT Durban, and to share plenty of doggie cuddles. Thank you to
our volunteers and their special animal companions for their
continued dedication and love.
Durban Team: (L-R) Leigh, Mary & Ben, Celine & Callie, Lesley & Buddy,
Pam N., Pam D. & Frankie. Absent: Cherylann & Tripp, and Courtney.

EMMERSON HOUSE
By Lesley Devine & Buddy
Earlier this year I joined PAT, and my dog Buddy and I began
visiting Emmerson House. Pam Dimond and her dog Frankie
had started before us, so Buddy and I had the extra guidance
and were shown the general ropes from Pam and Frankie.

The social worker, Hennelien Landman, who comes with us,
tells us such positive stories that almost bring us to tears.
Some residents haven’t smiled for years, and once seeing the
dogs can now chat about what they once had, while others
pester her with requests: “when are the dogs coming?”

Our visits have become such a source of pleasure to these
senior folk and we have seen first-hand the positive impact
that petting, snuggling, and touching of a dog, has on the
elderly. There is no contesting that these animals mitigate
loneliness and promote excitement when the residents know
that “the dogs are coming”.
On our arrival the residents are all generally seated in the
lounge eagerly waiting for us. We walk round to each person
and the dogs interact with everyone. Even some of the
carers, who at first were a bit nervous, know the dogs by
name now. After doing the rounds in the lounge we go
nd
rd
upstairs to the 2 and 3 floors where most of the patients
are confined to their rooms. It is here where we see eyes
light up in happiness and glee at just being able to interact
with an animal.
We chat to them but
in reality all they want
is the dogs. It is so
humbling and heartwarming to be able to
share our beautiful
dogs with these who
are so in need of
extra-loving.

Mrs Mary Ellis & Buddy

Recently we have included Bill
Buchanan House in our visits
(another housing section
within the Home). Here the
residents are more mobile and
our dogs roam from table to
table sharing the love. It is
profoundly moving to see how
dogs have the ability to help
calm and soothe agitated
individuals, while lifting the
spirits of those who are sad
and lonely. They provide a
medium for physical touch and
display affection for those who
are living isolated lives. The
mere presence of a dog raises
the spirits of a person and the
petting and touching of the fur
allows one to have a
wonderful object toward
which to express their
affection.

I speak for myself, and I know for Pam and Frankie too, when
I say that we love the opportunity of sharing our dogs and
bringing such pleasure to the seniors. We leave there on an
emotional-high feeling humbled yet so grateful for this
opportunity.
Thank you PAT for affording us this wonderful opportunity.

Shelagh Moriarty, Lesley and Buddy
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Do you have special memories from your times with PAT? We would love to
feature them in the newsletter. Please send any articles or photos, with your
name and pet’s name to Bronwynn@pat.org.za. Please remember to obtain
permission from any residents or children who feature.
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EMMERSON HOUSE
By Pam Dimond & Frankie
We have just returned from our visit to
Emmerson House in Berea, Durban. Our
visits happen on a Wednesday, once a
month and they are by far my favourite
day of the month.
We are getting to know some of the
residents who regularly want to see
Frankie, although I have to start
remembering names – something I am
shocking at. We always start in the Lounge
where a number of the residents gather
and Frankie gets to go around and talk to
his ‘girlfriends’. Sometimes some of the
gentlemen come down too, but it’s usually
ladies who we get to meet up with. We get
to sit with and chat to the residents and
hear stories about their dogs that they
owned and loved. They love touching
Frankie, and he is often very generous with
licks and loves.

If things are not too busy at Emmerson
nd
rd
House we go upstairs to the 2 and 3
floors. These are my favourite visits, as
Frankie will often relax and sit or lie
quietly while the resident pats him and
we get to chat. There is always a staff
member with us who guides us to the
rooms where people would like to see
him.

Buddy and Frankie

Member Focus:
Valda Krige & Tigger & Chloe

Pam Dimond
and Frankie

The smiles on the residents’ faces when
we walk into the room are so heartwarming. I often don’t want to leave as it
seems to bring a sense of calm and
happiness when we are in their rooms.
The social worker, Hennelien Landman,
and other staff, have said that after we
leave, some of the residents, who don’t
say much, will often tell them about
Frankie’s visit. They also often encourage
the frailer residents to touch Frankie.
These little signs are very encouraging for
me and make these visits all the more
worthwhile.
Frankie’s best friend Buddy has now
qualified as a PAT dog too, and is joining us
on our visits. While Wally, one of the
residents at Bill Buchanan, has a walking
club at the Home that we also join for
walks, on occasion.
I love this initiative and would sincerely
like to thank PAT for giving us this
opportunity to participate.

These two beautiful animals – Tigger (the golden boy) and Chloe (the gorgeous blonde)
are my constant companions and are both PAT graduates. They volunteer on Fridays at
the Bizweni Centre for Disabled Children in Somerset West.
Tigger has been a PAT dog for going on 4 years now, and Chloe is the new kid on the
block –she has been working for about a year now.
Bizweni runs an Early Childhood Development (ECD) centre for children with disabilities
ranging from the ages of 2 years old up to 18 years old. The school caters for all types
of disabilities from severely disabled, where everything needs to be done for the child,
to moderately disabled where the goal is to prepare the child for mainstream school.
I alternate the dogs and we go to different classes for their ‘Therapeutic’ interaction
with the children at the facility. The kids LOVE the dogs, and even those children who
were initially afraid, now look forward to their chance to brush, pet and interact with
the dogs.
Tigger, specifically, has built a beautiful relationship over the years with two of the
learners – one of whom graduated last year.
Here are some pics of Tigger with ‘his’ Bizweni Angels (permission granted for use of
photos).
Valda Krige
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Welcome to our new Volunteers
Ingela Dave with Joey
Vicki Fox with Captain Morgan
Dana Katz-Murphy with Lexi
Danielle Keller with Wally
Maureen McGuiness with Abby
Peter and Abdul Neethling with Bodhi
Seaboard
Paula Tavolari with Chelsea
Helena (Tutu) and Jan Wagener with Buks

Hermanus
Helderburg
CT South
Boland
Hermanus
CT Atlantic

Wilna Campbell
Johan Herbst

Polokwane
Polokwane

Durban
Hermanus

Sandra Swart with Mojo
(above),
Abdul and Peter Neethling
with Bodhi (top right),
Vicki Fox with Captain
Morgan (right), and
Tutu and Jan Wagener with
Buk (far right).

Rainbow Bridge
in memory of PAT pets

Above - Bruce Muhlhan and his wife
Rae, from Story Dogs, Australia
sharing READ stories with Marieanna
le Roux and Nici Reed from PAT's
Lees-Ukufunda-Read programme

Wilna Campbell’s Shade
Amanda Gordon’s Guinness
Johan Herbst’s Raka
Liesl Shultz’s Magnum
Magdie van Heerden’s Busby

Donate to PAT
EFT
Name:
Bank:
Branch code:
Account:

Pets as Therapy
ABSA
632005
4060 497 683

SMS (RSA only)*
SMS “DONATE PAT” to 48748 (R10/SMS)
SMS “DONATE PAT” to 40580 (R20/SMS)
SMS “DONATE PAT” to 42646 (R30/SMS)
*Free minutes do not apply. Errors are charged for. Admin
charges do apply

Left: At the AGM, the EXCO members
of Pets as Therapy, Casper van
Vuuren, Marieanna le Roux, Nici Reed
and Margie Wood, with the founder
of Pets as Therapy, Hazel Hill (Leigh
Tucker not in photo).

Who are Pets as Therapy ?
PAT organises therapeutic visits by pet owners who volunteer to take their pets to
visit people in hospitals, hospices, retirement homes, frail care facilities, special
needs schools, residential centres, and a variety of other venues. PAT visits bring
company, support, comfort, pleasure, stress relief and stimulation to those living
either permanently or temporarily in these and other establishments. PAT is run
entirely by volunteers.
There is a wealth of scientific evidence showing that the interaction between people
and pets is therapeutic – physically, emotionally, psychologically and socially.

For further information visit our website or Facebook page
info@pat.org.za / www.pat.org.za
Suite 127
Private Bag x26
Tokai, 7966
024 153 NPO / PBO 930 004 216
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